HUMAN SCIENCES & DESIGN (HSD)

HSD 1104  New Student Seminar in Human Sciences and Design (1)
History, interdependence and integrative nature of HSD program areas and their role in the study of health and human sciences. A New Student Experience (NSE) course examining techniques for academic success, finding purpose and connection with Baylor, and professional and career options.

HSD 1231  Design and Creative Technologies (2)
The study of art and design principles through the use of creative technologies including image creation and editing software, digital sketching and illustration, and project management systems, to develop communication and marketing materials.

HSD 2100  Directed Study in Human Sciences and Design (1)
Pre-requisite(s): Consent of instructor
Individual study of selected areas of interest in human sciences and design.

HSD 2200  Directed Study in Human Sciences and Design (2)
Pre-requisite(s): Consent of instructor
Individual study of selected areas of interest in human sciences and design.

HSD 3100  Applied Undergraduate Research in Human Sciences and Design (1)
Pre-requisite(s): Junior level standing
In-depth undergraduate research. This class is intended for application-oriented, individualized professor-supervised undergraduate research applications.

HSD 3320  Methods of Teaching Human Sciences and Design (3)
Pre-requisite(s): Fifteen hours of human sciences and design, junior standing, and admission to the School of Education
Teaching materials and methods, media, and the philosophy of vocational education.

HSD 3321  Curriculum and Evaluation in Human Sciences and Design (3)
Pre-requisite(s): Junior standing, eighteen hours of human sciences and design and admission to the School of Education
Curriculum planning, teaching strategies, evaluation, and classroom management. Each student will spend two hours each week in an approved field experience.

HSD 3375  Global Perspectives in Housing (3)
Pre-requisite(s): Upper-level standing
Research and exploration in housing differences around the world as a factor of cultural, political, environmental, economical and social influences.

HSD 4322  Student Teaching in Human Sciences and Design (3)
Pre-requisite(s): A minimum grade of C in HSD 3321, senior standing; completion of all human sciences and design and education courses
Supervised observation of and participation in various phases of a high school vocational home economics program for a full school day for a half semester. Required for vocational home economics teaching certificate.

HSD 4332  Occupational Human Sciences and Design (3)
Pre-requisite(s): Upper-level standing or consent of instructor
Study of the occupational human sciences and design programs in Texas. Each student will spend two hours each week in an approved field experience.

HSD 4623  Student Teaching in Human Sciences and Design (6)
Pre-requisite(s): A minimum grade of C in HSD 3321, senior standing; completion of all human sciences and design and education courses
Continuation of HSD 4322. Required for vocational family and consumer sciences teaching certificate.

HSD 4V93  Special Studies in Human Sciences and Design (1-3)
Pre-requisite(s): Senior standing; or consent of instructor
Current issues in human sciences and design will be examined through seminars, special topics, practicums and individual research experiences. May be repeated with different content for a maximum of six semester hours.